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Sidney M. Milkis and Michael Nelson, The American Presidency: Origins and

Development, 1776-1990 (Washington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly Press,

1990), xiv 4- 430 pp., $37.95 cloth, $18.95 paper.

Stephen M. Krason

Franciscan University ofSteubenville

The authors claim that this book is "the first comprehensive one volume

history of the presidency to be written by political scientists in more than fifty
years."

In fact, I don't know of any others in print. This work, in my judg

ment, is a welcome contribution to the literature on the presidency.

The book consists of fourteen chapters: the first two deal with the historical

background to the creation of the presidency and the debates about the office at

the 1787 Convention and during the ratification period; the next eleven discuss

the development of the office from George Washington to George Bush, with

full chapters devoted to the individual presidents who were most pivotal in

shaping the character and role of the presidency; and the final chapter discusses

the vice presidency. The Preface informs us that most of the book was origi

nally written by Milkis; Nelson drafted the two chapters on the creation of the

presidency and that on the vice presidency.

Two good aspects of this book are its use of a historical and institutional

approach to the study of the presidency, as opposed to the quantitative, psycho

logical, power, and policy approaches that we have had such a heavy dose of in

recent decades, and the fairly detailed attention it gives to the founding of the

office and the Constitutional Convention.

The discussion of the origin of the presidency includes a brief discussion

(one wishes it were longer) of the British, colonial, and state constitutional

precedents for executive power, and then provides very good coverage of the

proposals, debate, and action on the executive at the Convention. The book is

particularly helpful in explaining how each of the various constitutionally spe

cified powers of the president was agreed to. Most of the long chapter on the

Convention is derived from a careful analysis of original source material
(Fer-

rand's The Records of the Federal Convention). An old, important secondary

source, Thach's Creation of the Presidency, 1775-1789, also is cited in a few

places. The inclusion of a discussion about the formation of and debate on the

vice presidency, during both the Convention and the ratifying period, is wel

come, since it is normally omitted from historical accounts of both the creation

of the presidency and of the forming of the Constitution generally.

The bulk of the book, of course, is about the individual presidents. As men-
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tioned, it focuses on the ways in which each man who was held the office

shaped the future direction of the institution or, at least, the particular contribu

tions he made to it or the significance of his tenure for its role in American

politics. The book at minimum touches on the highlights of all the presidential

administrations and the political currents that affected each; thus the reader gets

a flavor of the character of each administration. Again, the most thorough treat

ment is given to the presidents the authors judge with reasonable accuracy

to have had the greatest effect in shaping the role of the office, which generally

means having enhanced or consolidated its power or some aspect of its role and

function in American politics. The book does not give a summary, much less a

detailed discussion, of the initiatives, policy accomplishments, or even major

national events of each administration. Nor does it provide a biography of or,
in most cases, elaborate on the personal strengths and weaknesses of each pres

ident. These considerations are not pertinent for the
authors'

purpose. In my

judgment, however, the book would have been even better and had additional

value if more biographical material and historical detail (for more than just the

most significant presidents) had been included. Nevertheless, information is

plentiful enough to make this a quite satisfactory historical text for use in a

course on the presidency, either at the graduate or undergraduate level. While it

is commendable that the authors do not make Barber-like claims that a presi

dent's childhood predicts his White House performance, the dearth of attention

to the character traits of individual presidents makes their treatment at times

seem overly abstract and detached. The experience of such recent presidents as

Lyndon Johnson, Nixon, and Carter shows character traits to be an important

factor in presidential success and, moreover, an important element in what goes

into the shaping of statesmanship.

One of the great strengths of this book is its insightful explanation of

why some common historical perceptions of different presidents were incorrect:

for example, that Lincoln's undertaking of extraordinary powers during the

Civil War was
"dictatorial,"

that the string of weak or mediocre Republican

presidents after Andrew Johnson achieved nothing of value for American gov

ernment, and that the brief, scandal-plagued administration of Harding was a

complete failure and devoid of genuine accomplishments.

Another of the book's pluses is that it does not overemphasize the role of

Franklin D. Roosevelt in shaping the present-day presidency. The authors note
that the rise of the current era of presidential leadership began not with FDR
which, as they note, many political scientists contend but with his cousin

Theodore Roosevelt. TR and Woodrow Wilson "began the practices that

strengthened the president as the nation's popular and legislative
leader"

(p.xii). More fundamentally, however, the authors emphasize that the "institu
tional

characteristics"

the office has come to assume, even in recent history, by
and large had their roots in the Constitution itself.

While the book is a fair, well-researched, objective study and is scholarly
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and nonpolemical in tone, there are some places where the
authors'

left-of-

center perspective manifests itself. For example, the Vietnam War and Amer

ica's general commitment to South Vietnam are viewed as a mistake; there is

no sense manifested that America may have undertaken a morally worthwhile

effort in opposing Communist totalitarianism (which showed its ruthlessness

after it finally took control of South Vietnam). The same attitude is evident in

the brief comment about Kennedy's Bay of Pigs undertaking. Irrespective of

the practical and prudential considerations regarding this undertaking, was

seeking to liberate Cuba from communism something that can merely be put

down as a result of Kennedy's
"immaturity"

in the presidency (p.300)? The

Watergate affair is evaluated in the typical liberal manner as having threatened

the Republic. It is claimed that it "threaten[ed] the civility and public trust upon

which any government must
depend"

(p.3 16). When discussing Reagan, the

authors show a typical liberal reading (a misreading, in my judgment) ofAmer

ican public opinion in claiming that the Bork Supreme Court defeat "testified to

the widespread public resistance to the Reagan administration's social
agenda"

(p.345). Fortunately, such ideologically revealing passages are not abundant.

It is laudable that in a book such as this a chapter on the vice presidency was

included. The growth in both the responsibility and importance of the vice

presidency in recent decades is well chronicled and explained.

The book includes a useful appendix summarizing the vote in all our presiden

tial elections and a fairly complete index. It regrettably lacks a bibliography.

All told, Milkis and Nelson have produced a fine, informative, useful his

tory of the presidency. Congressional Quarterly Press is to be commended for

bringing into print a book such as this which seems to fill an obvious void.

Besides being a valuable classroom text as a supplement to a more general text

on the current presidential office it is a handy reference tool. One only hopes it

will be kept in print (as, unfortunately, Congressional Quarterly Press's equally
valuable book of a few years ago on the history of Congress was not) and

periodically updated.




